The advent of the browser (or HTTP) cookie in the mid-1990s provided Web publishers and online advertisers with a new means of collecting information about consumer interests and for serving targeted advertisements on the basis of that information. This innovative technology also drew criticism from some circles and ultimately prompted several lawsuits against publishers, advertisers, and the ad networks that facilitate the relationship between them.1 Although these suits largely were unsuccessful, the controversy over HTTP cookies led to modifications in browser privacy controls that gave users an increased ability to limit and delete cookies on their computers.

In the past decade, the number and quality of online data collection technologies have increased. At first, these technologies were subject to scrutiny principally by regulators, and industry responded by developing more robust privacy disclosures concerning their use. More recently, these next-generation technologies also have been a topic of heightened interest from the press— for example, an ongoing series in the Wall Street Journal2—and have inspired a spate of putative class action lawsuits relating to online data collection, alleging violations of various federal and state laws. Indeed, the past few years have witnessed the rise of a privacy plaintiffs’ bar that has sought to transform statutes principally intended to criminally penalize wiretapping and computer hacking into vehicles for consumer protection litigation. For example:

- Recent suits have asserted class action claims against Internet service providers (ISPs) that allowed the online advertising company NebuAd to test a system using deep packet inspection (DPI) to profile subscribers’ online activity anonymously for the purpose of serving targeted ads.3

- Several other suits allege that certain online marketing firms and their publisher affiliates improperly used “local shared objects,” also known as “Flash cookies,” to, for similar advertising reasons, track user activity and back up HTTP cookies for the purpose of restoring them later (also referred to as browser cookie re-spawning).4

- Still another recent suit asserts claims against an online marketing firm serving mobile devices, alleging that HTML5 software is used to install the mobile equivalent of browser cookies.5

The outcome of these suits may well depend on how far courts will extend the prohibitions in federal statutes such as the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) and
the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA). These statutes were drafted long before today’s online environment could be envisioned, so their application to the technologies at issue in these suits poses interpretive difficulties for courts. As one federal court has observed, there is no “legislative or judicial history [for these statutes] to suggest that Congress intended to prohibit” Internet tracking activities. ⁶ “To the contrary,” that court noted, “the histories of these statutes reveal specific Congressional goals—punishing destructive hacking, preventing wiretapping for criminal or tortious purposes, securing the operations of electronic communication service providers—that are carefully embodied in these criminal statutes and their corresponding civil rights of action.” ⁷ The outcome of these lawsuits also may turn on whether traditional sources of commercial liability under state law, such as unfair competition and unjust enrichment, will be applied to electronic communications and digitally stored information.

An overview of the primary legal claims and defenses being asserted in these cases follows.

**Electronic Communications Privacy Act**

Title 1 of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, ⁸ also known as the Wiretap Act, generally prohibits the interception, disclosure, or use of electronic communications. The Wiretap Act provides a private right of action and authorizes equitable relief, damages (including punitive damages), attorney’s fees, and costs. ⁹ Compensatory damages consist of (1) actual damages and the profits made by the defendant from a violation or (2) statutory damages of $100 for each day of violation or $10,000, whichever is greater. ¹⁰

In several suits, plaintiffs who subscribed to Internet service with companies that had allowed NebuAd to conduct a pilot test of its DPI technology have alleged that NebuAd intercepted and used ISP subscriber communications in violation of the Wiretap Act. The suits allege that NebuAd was permitted to test a device on the ISPs’ networks that allowed NebuAd to intercept essentially all subscriber data transmitted over the networks. NebuAd allegedly used this data to construct anonymous interest category profiles on the basis of which it served targeted advertisements to subscribers. Although these lawsuits typically do not plead any quantifiable losses to individual subscribers resulting from the NebuAd test, the availability of a statutory damages alternative under the Wiretap Act could, if the cases are certified as class actions, impose on defendants a potential liability that is grossly disproportionate to any actual harm incurred by subscribers.

Plaintiffs in these cases face a number of obstacles. First, courts consistently have refused to construe the Wiretap Act as providing a cause of action for secondary (or aiding and abetting) liability. ¹¹ Only an entity that actually intercepted, disclosed, or used a protected communication may be held liable under the Wiretap Act. Thus, claims being made against ISPs simply for contracting with NebuAd presumably should fail. Second, the Wiretap Act applies only when the content of a communication has been acquired or used. It remains, at best, unsettled whether technologies that only register anonymous clickstream activity and retain no personally identifiable information about the user even trigger the statute. Third, several statutory exceptions permit conduct that is otherwise prohibited by the Wiretap Act. Among these is consent by “a party to the communication” ¹²—here, the user or the Web site server with which the user communicated. As the court in one of these cases recently held, ¹³ consent may be
demonstrated through evidence of appropriate notice to users through service terms, privacy policies or similar disclosures that inform users of the potential for monitoring. Other statutory exceptions include the business use exception, which permits interceptions in the ordinary course of business, and the service provider exception, which allows conduct that is a “necessary incident” to rendering service or protecting the service provider’s rights or property. As worded, these exceptions should, under a range of varying circumstances, foreclose liability under the Wiretap Act for behavioral advertising of the kind that NebuAd allegedly practiced.

One recently settled suit concerning the use of Flash cookies included a Wiretap Act claim against the online marketing firm Quantcast and certain Web publishers with which it did business. The plaintiffs asserted that the defendants used Flash cookies to facilitate surreptitious tracking of online activity by circumventing users’ privacy preferences. Like HTTP cookies, Flash cookies can be used to track Web browsing activity, but such cookies are stored locally in Flash players, not in browsers, and so may not be affected by browser privacy controls. Although the installation of Flash cookies can be prevented by adjusting settings in the Flash player, the plaintiffs contended that Quantcast and the other defendants buried user disclosures and improperly used such cookies for tracking. Further, the plaintiffs alleged that the defendants used Flash cookies to back up and restore (or “re-spawn”) deleted HTTP cookies and that, through such means, the defendants “acquir[ed] and/or intercept[ed] . . . [the plaintiffs’] electronic communications” in violation of the Wiretap Act.

Other plaintiffs asserting that the use of Flash cookies or similar tracking devices violates the Wiretap Act will face many of the same obstacles as the plaintiffs in the ISP suits. Perhaps even more difficult than clearing those hurdles will be convincing courts that the use of cookies to collect user data constitutes “interception” within the meaning of the Act. Although the plaintiffs in litigation against Quantcast suggested that a defendant’s acquisition of electronic communications by any means is sufficient for liability, many courts have refused to construe the statute so broadly. In the jurisdiction where all of the Flash cookies suits are pending, for example, it is well established that only a communication obtained during transmission, rather than from electronic storage, may implicate the Wiretap Act. Under this analysis, the use of cookies—text files installed by a server on users’ computers—would not appear to involve the acquisition of communications during transmission. After a cookie is installed, information about the user’s activity may be accessed by the server whenever the user visits a Web site on which the server’s code appears. However, such information is available only after the user already has communicated with the Web site. As such, this does not appear to be the type of communication that falls within the ambit of the Wiretap Act.

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act

The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) generally prohibits computer intrusions, most of which involve accessing computers “without authorization,” or “exceed[ing] authorize[d]” access, coupled with some specified consequence, such as obtaining personal information or causing damage. As conceived, the CFAA was directed principally at criminal computer hacking. Private persons who can show “damage or loss” from prohibited conduct may sue for civil damages if the alleged offense causes any of five enumerated results, the most common of which is “loss to 1 or more persons during any 1-year period . . . aggregating at least $5,000 in value.” Remedies under the CFAA are “limited to economic damages” and equitable
All of the lawsuits mentioned above allege that online advertising technology was used to access individuals’ computers without authorization, causing actionable loss and damage. But the allegations of computer intrusion and damage in these suits are vague and conclusory.

Many of the defenses available under the CFAA are analogous to those described with respect to the Wiretap Act. For example, the CFAA also does not authorize secondary liability for civil claims; a plaintiff must show that each defendant directly engaged in a prohibited intrusion. Additionally, the CFAA element that access be “unauthorized” is comparable to the “consent” defense afforded under ECPA, and courts are likely to consider users’ acceptance of privacy policies and other forms that disclosed the possibility of access as constituting authorization for purposes of the CFAA.

In addition, the plaintiffs in these cases should have a difficult time making the required showing of tangible damage or economic loss associated with the alleged intrusion, as only specific types of damage and loss are cognizable under the CFAA. Loss is defined as “any reasonable cost to any victim, including the cost of responding to an offense, conducting a damage assessment, and restoring the data, program, system or information to its condition prior to the offense, and any revenue lost, cost incurred, or other consequent damages incurred because of interruption of service.” “[D]amage” is any “impairment to the integrity or availability of data, a program, a system, or information.” Although precisely what type of harm is cognizable under the CFAA has varied under the case law, most courts look for quantifiable costs that are related to the functioning of the computer. In contrast, claimed intangible harm, such as mental distress, typically is not cognizable. At least one court has held that the transmission of a cookie, standing alone, is not actionable damage or loss under the statute. Moreover, except under certain highly unusual circumstances, the CFAA imposes a minimum $5,000 threshold of damages to maintain a civil lawsuit. Because most courts have rejected attempts by plaintiffs to satisfy this requirement by aggregating many smaller, individual claims, each individual plaintiff should have to show damage rising to this level in order to have standing to sue.

Significantly, the plaintiff in the *Green v. CableOne* ISP suit, which involves the NebuAd technology, recently dismissed the CFAA claim.

**Video Privacy Protection Act**

The Video Privacy Protection Act (VPPA), which sometimes is referred to as the Bork Bill, was passed in response to a newspaper’s publication of Judge Robert Bork’s video rental records during his 1988 Supreme Court confirmation hearing. The statute prohibits “video tape service provider[s]” from disclosing information about any “consumer[’s] . . . having requested or obtained specific video materials or services.” There is a private right of action for unlawful disclosure. Remedies include actual damages, liquidated damages of $2,500, punitive damages, attorney’s fees, costs, and equitable relief. The plaintiffs in litigation against Quantcast asserted that the publisher defendants offering online video content violated the VPPA by disclosing user information to Quantcast. The statute appears inapplicable on its face to an online context. As a threshold matter, the definition of “consumer[s],” under the VPPA includes “renter[s], purchaser[s], or subscriber[s] of goods or services from a video tape service provider.” In cases such as those involving Quantcast, where the defendants generally make available their video
content for no charge, this statutory definition would not appear to be met. It is also doubtful that
the publishers would be deemed “video tape service provider[s]” under the VPPA, as none is
regularly engaged in the “rental, sale or delivery of prerecorded video cassette tapes or similar
audio visual materials.” In short, it is difficult to imagine that courts will interpret this statute,
which was explicitly written to cover a distinctly different media format, to regulate the kinds of
activities being challenged in these lawsuits.

State Law Claims

Many of these suits also assert violations of state analogues to ECPA and the CFAA
and of state common law prohibiting intrusion upon seclusion, trespass to chattels, and unjust
enrichment. These state claims are based on the same conduct as the federal claims, and many of
the defenses to the state counterparts will be similar. Moreover, at least one court has held that
the federal Wiretap Act preempts comparable claims brought under state statutes. Few courts
have applied the various common law claims to the Internet in any context, but when they have
done so, they have imposed similar requirements to those under the CFAA and ECPA, such as
proof of scienter and tangible, quantifiable harm. For example, the Supreme Court of California
has recognized the tort of trespass to chattels in the electronic communications context but has
made it clear that a plaintiff must make a showing of harm similar to that required by the
CFAA.

Finally, some suits have asserted claims of deception under state consumer protection
statutes. Their applicability is unlikely because these claims do not involve any sale of goods or
services, as such statutes typically require.

Class Certification

All of the suits cited in this article have been pleaded as class actions, but strong
arguments militate against certification, including predominant questions in these cases relating
to Internet access, computer damage, and user consent that may not be susceptible to class-wide
resolution.

Conclusion

The wave of recent lawsuits against ISPs, publishers, and online advertising firms is
likely to continue as more sophisticated technologies for tracking commercial Web browsing
activity raise new concerns about consumer privacy. Current federal and state statutes are, at
best, blunt tools to regulate the rapidly changing environment of the Internet. Courts are
appropriately hesitant to impose potentially huge statutory damages authorized under existing
statutes for conduct that provides demonstrable benefits to consumers—in the form of more
relevant advertising or free Web content—while the corresponding risk to individual privacy is
typically remote. It thus is not surprising that Congress is currently considering ECPA reform as
well as comprehensive privacy legislation that would, in some circumstances, afford a private	right of action to consumers whose personal information is collected without their consent.
Similarly, the White House and federal agencies, such as the Federal Trade Commission and the
Department of Commerce, are scrutinizing closely the data collection practices of entities
operating online. These issues raise both important and competing public policy considerations
that will only be worked out over time. In the meantime, the courts are likely to remain an active forum for resolving these disputes.
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